INTRODUCTION

The infant mortality rate is a key national indicator of population health. Despite technological advances in medicine and other health-related resources available to the average American, the infant mortality rate (IMR) in the United States is exceptionally high relative to other developed countries. For black infants, the numbers are devastatingly high. In 2013, the white IMR in the United States was five per 1000 live births — resembling economically advanced nations like New Zealand. In contrast, the black IMR was 11.2 per 1000 live births — a rate closer to that of lower income nations like Thailand, Romania, and Grenada.¹

In fact, black women experience the highest infant mortality rates among any racial or ethnic group in the United States. The black IMR has been roughly twice that of the white IMR for over 35 years.² In order to decrease the national infant mortality rate, factors that maintain these disparities must be addressed directly.

There is a common perception that racial disparities in IMR are driven primarily by risky behaviors. However, the best available evidence does not support this assertion and indicates that systemic barriers to positive birth outcomes merit further investigation. This research brief will provide an overview of the social determinants that contribute to racial disparities in IMR. It will also provide policy and research recommendations to improve outcomes for black babies and their mothers.

PRETERM BIRTHS GO HAND IN HAND WITH INFANT MORTALITY

One of the leading factors associated with infant mortality in the United States is preterm birth, births that occur before 37 weeks of gestation. Risk factors commonly associated with preterm birth include age, education, alcohol and drug use, and stress.³ Since an infant’s birth weight depends on the length of gestation, preterm birth is the primary cause of low birth weight (born less than 2500 grams, or 5.5 pounds).⁴ In 2013, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) reported that about one-third (36 percent) of infant deaths were due to preterm-related causes, and infants considered “late preterm” were also at higher risk of infant death than those born full term. Black women continuously experience preterm birth at higher rates than white women. In 2016, the rate of preterm births among black women was estimated at fourteen percent while the rate of preterm births
among white women was considerably lower at nine percent.\textsuperscript{5} Seventy-three percent of black infant deaths were due to complications associated with preterm birth.\textsuperscript{6}

Even black infants that survive at 20 weeks gestation are at a greater risk of both fetal death and neonatal death than white infants who survive at the same number of weeks of gestation. In addition, the average time spent in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) is greater for black infants. In the Premature Birth National Need Gap Study, researchers found that the average black infant in the NICU stayed 4.05 weeks whereas the average white infant stayed 2.88 weeks.\textsuperscript{7} Although the rate of survival is much greater among infants born between 34 and 37 weeks than those born earlier, all surviving preterm infants are at a higher risk of long-term cognitive, motor, sensory, behavioral deficits, poor growth, and long-term lung and gastrointestinal disease than those born at full term.\textsuperscript{5, 8, 9, 10, 11}

However, preterm birth is not the root cause of the racial infant mortality gap. To identify and understand root causes, it is necessary to isolate the fundamental reasons why black women in the United States are more likely to have preterm babies.

\textbf{“PROTECTIVE FACTORS” ARE NOT AS PROTECTIVE FOR BLACK WOMEN’S BIRTH OUTCOMES}

Social and economic factors also are associated with the likelihood of infant mortality and morbidity. These factors directly affect the access to health, quality of prenatal care available, and conditions of fetal development for mothers and their children. Factors that generally are considered to be protective for pregnant women do not provide the same benefits for black women. Conventional risk factors tend to have a more pronounced negative effect on black infant outcomes.
**SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS:** Women from lower socioeconomic backgrounds (census-tract median household income) are more likely to give birth preterm than those from higher socioeconomic backgrounds. Twenty-four percent of black women live in households at or below the poverty line. Impoverished black women’s health is affected adversely by diminished access to quality health care, food, housing as well as other poverty-related stressors that impact pregnancy outcomes and infant health. Nevertheless, among mothers with low socioeconomic status, white mothers had proportionately fewer low birthweight outcomes than black mothers (7.7 percent and 11.3 percent, respectively).

Furthermore, improvements in socioeconomic status yield a stronger benefit for white low birth weight outcomes (7.7 percent for low-SES whites versus 4.3 percent for higher-SES whites, a close to 50 percent reduction) while black outcomes slightly improved (10.9 percent for low-SES blacks to 11.3 percent for higher-SES blacks, a close to 4 percent increase). It should be noted that socioeconomic status in this article is based solely on income, and does not consider wealth or net worth (the difference between the value of assets owned and debts owed).

**AGE:** Generally speaking, the initial risks of preterm birth and infant mortality are high during the teen years and fall as women age into their mid twenties, rising again as women approach their mid-thirties. When comparing the risk of infant mortality for women under 20 to women 20-24, white women’s risk is halved while the risk for black women decreases slightly (from 11.7 to 10.9 infant deaths per every 1000 live births). In spite of the slight decrease, the black rate is approximately double the rate of their white counterparts. **Essentially, there is no safe age for black women to have children.** Black women consistently are at a higher risk of infant mortality at every age during their childbearing years. The slight drop in risk for black women at 25-34 years of age compared to the much larger drop for white women still results in a 2.3-2.6 ratio of black infants dying to every white infant death per 1000 live births.

**EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT:** Similar to low income, low educational attainment also can have a negative effect on birth outcomes. However, for black women, higher educational attainment does not have as much of
a payoff in terms of improved infant survival rates as might be anticipated based upon the relationship between educational attainment and infant mortality outcomes for women collectively.

Black women with doctorates and professional degrees have a higher IMR than white women who never finished high school. Hamilton suggests this limited protection for high achieving blacks results from increased experiences of discrimination and stress as they attain higher levels of education. Even after adjusting for age, parity, onset of prenatal care, and marital status, the likelihood of death for a black infant was 1.82 times that of a white infant. Not only does the black-white disparity for infant mortality exist at all educational levels, it is greatest for those with a master's degree or higher. Further, the IMR is highest for black women with a doctorate or professional degree.

**DISPARITIES PERSIST WHEN RISK FACTORS AND RISKY BEHAVIORS ARE CONSIDERED**

There is a strong tendency to attribute racial disparities in infant mortality to the prevalence of obesity in black women and engagement in risky behaviors during pregnancy such as drinking alcohol, using illicit drugs, and smoking cigarettes. Indeed, these risky behaviors are associated with an increased incidence of infant mortality and morbidity. However, it is crucial to recognize that the greater vulnerability of black infants cannot be explained by these factors.

**OBESITY:** Black women do have a higher average body mass index (BMI) than women of other racial/ethnic groups, both, before and during gestation. Obesity often is linked to poor pregnancy outcomes including congenital abnormalities and stillbirth. However, even when obesity is taken into account, black women still experience a greater proportion of poor obstetric outcomes than white women. Infants born to obese black women were admitted to the NICU at higher rates with lower birth weight than those born to obese white women.
**ALCOHOL & DRUG USE:** The disparity in fetal alcohol syndrome rates gives the impression that pregnant black women drink at higher rates. However, data from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health Statistics indicates the difference in alcohol consumption between black and white women during gestation (0.6 percent) is not statistically significant.\(^{22}\)
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The National Survey on Drug Use and Health Statistics also reports that although the illicit drug use during pregnancy is low, overall, more pregnant black women used illicit drugs than pregnant white women.\(^{23}\) Marijuana is the illicit drug used most often by mothers during pregnancy. Marijuana use during pregnancy increases the risk of stillbirths and infection-based morbidity, but has no significant impact on other infant mortality risk factors.\(^{24}\) Regardless, black women’s use of marijuana is lower than white women’s use when pregnant (29.4 percent and 55.1 percent in the past month, respectively) and not pregnant (15.5 percent and 67.9 percent in the past month, respectively).\(^{25}\) According to a 2014 report by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the percentages of black women who smoked cigarettes before and during pregnancy were 8.8 percent and 6.8 percent, respectively.\(^{26}\) White women had percentages that were approximately double that of black women before and during pregnancy (15.5 percent and 12.2 percent, respectively).\(^{27}\)

In addition, the CDC 2011 Pregnancy Nutrition Surveillance found that three times as many white women smoked cigarettes during the last trimester of pregnancies (22 percent) than black women (6.9 percent).\(^{23}\) Considering black women smoke cigarettes less frequently than white women, drink alcohol at similar rates to white women, and illicit drugs are the least used substance type by all women, the assumption that IMR disparities are caused by black women’s increased engagement in risky behaviors is not valid. **Even when risky behaviors are controlled, the black-white IMR disparity continues to exist.**
IT'S RACISM: THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF DISCRIMINATION ON BIRTH OUTCOMES

Researchers are working to pinpoint factors that contribute to the differential preterm birth outcomes described earlier by looking beyond the idea that this health disparity is one that exists due to inherent racial differences in genes or behavior. According to Linda Goler Blount, president and CEO of the Black Women's Health Imperative, “It is very common for people to say ‘race plays a factor,’ and in fact it’s not race so much as racism and the experience of being a black woman or a person of color in this society.”

Perceived discrimination is generally linked to increased levels of inflammation and systolic and diastolic blood pressure, depressive systems, and allostatic load.

For black women, exposure to discrimination and racialized stress throughout the lifespan can negatively impact birth outcomes. Wallace et. al identified structural racism, defined as a composite variable consisting of inequities regarding unemployment, education, and median household income, was associated with increased rates of infant mortality for blacks but not whites. Siddiqi et. al found that higher degrees of income inequality were associated with lower IMR inequities. Both of these articles suggest that IMR inequities result from social conditions made possible by structural racism and discrimination.

Collins et. al posits that women’s experiences throughout their lifetimes, rather than during gestation alone, influence the length of the gestation period. The study found that the social class of the neighborhood environment in which a pregnant woman spent her youth similarly predicted her delivering, preterm, as does the social class of the neighborhood where she lives during pregnancy. Reports of encounters with racial discrimination are higher for blacks that live in predominantly white middle class neighborhoods.

So, moving out of the “hood” does not make much of a difference for black pregnancies and infants. Though these stressors can be mitigated for black women who reside in racially congruent neighborhoods,
research has suggested that racial and community level stress contribute to changes in inflammation and hormones that trigger adverse pregnancy outcomes.\textsuperscript{38}

Like stressors experienced by blacks who live in predominantly white neighborhoods, being the only black person in a high status occupation also can lead to increased levels of discrimination and John Henryism among high-achieving black women.\textsuperscript{16,40} Although black women of lower socioeconomic status may still experience higher levels of stress, John Henryism and racial isolation may explain the lack of protection that higher income and occupation levels have for infants born to high achieving black women.

**PERINATAL AND POSTPARTUM CARE VARY BETWEEN BLACK AND WHITE WOMEN**

**PREFERENCE FOR CESAREAN DELIVERY:** Cesarean deliveries play vital roles in preterm birth induction. Currently, this procedure is performed in the event that a pregnancy is deemed high-risk, a vaginal delivery is deemed infeasible, or a pregnant woman decides she does not want a vaginal delivery. According to a 2011 study by the National Collaborating Centre for Women and Children's Health, the rate of cesarean deliveries has risen faster than the rate of clinical risk factors that classify births as high-risk.\textsuperscript{41,42} Since the rate of cesarean delivery for high- and low-risk pregnancies have risen at comparable rates from 1996 to 2003, this preference impacts more women than necessary.\textsuperscript{40} Although the rate of cesarean sections decreased in 2013 for white women (32.0 percent), cesarean delivery rates have remained constant for black (35.8 percent) and Hispanic (32.2 percent) women.\textsuperscript{43} Nevertheless, Hispanic women have a similar IMR to white women (5 percent).\textsuperscript{1} The data on Hispanic women’s birth outcomes is driven downwards by relatively low IMR for Mexican, Cuban, South American and Central American women, whereas women from Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic have higher rates.\textsuperscript{44}
PROVIDER TYPE: Evidence suggests that preterm birth rates vary based on the primary provider type during gestation and birthing location. The main care providers during pregnancy are obstetricians and midwives, with obstetricians as the leading health provider. While both types of providers serve a vital purpose in childbirth, studies have identified the obstetrics model of care as potentially unnecessary for women carrying low-risk pregnancies since the rate of cesarean delivery has increased for low-risk women. In recent years, Affordable Care Act (ACA) provisions have made midwifery more widely accessible, but black women continue to use midwives at lower rates (15 percent) than white women (54 percent).

BIRTH LOCATION: Both midwives and obstetricians can work in birthing centers and hospitals; however, birthing centers tend to align more with the midwife model of care, while hospitals prioritize the obstetric model. As a result, hospitals have higher cesarean rates than birthing centers. One study found that black women who received care from midwives at a birthing center were significantly less likely to have a cesarean section than black women who received typical hospital care. They were also significantly less likely to undergo medical intervention using other tools like forceps or vacuum extraction.

SOMETIMES PRETERM BIRTH IS BETTER FOR MOM AND BABY: Although induced preterm birth outcomes are associated with morbidities common among naturally premature infants, it should be noted that preterm birth could be the best option for a relatively positive birth outcome in emergencies. Some women will choose to have their pregnancies induced preterm due to increasing complications regarding their own well being and/or that of the fetus, if the pregnancy is carried to term. Pregnancies can become high risk during gestation for many reasons such as size and position of the fetus, or issues related to preeclampsia. Essentially, due to advancements in technology, it may be better to birth the baby at 36 weeks as opposed to full term in spite of the known risks associated with preterm birth. However, stark differences in rates of high-risk birth classification and preterm deliveries imply that there are more factors involved in the rise in preterm birth rates.
birth prevalence.\textsuperscript{40,41} It is possible that this rise is due to an increase in medically induced vaginal labor and cesarean deliveries between 34 and 36 weeks gestation.\textsuperscript{40}

**BREASTFEEDING PRACTICES:** The Center for Disease Control and Prevention’s 2013 Breastfeeding Report Card claimed 77 percent of new mothers breastfeed their children, with black women having the lowest rate. Even though black women breastfeed at the lowest rates by race, it should be noted that majority of black mothers (58.9 percent as of 2008) breastfeed their children.\textsuperscript{51} For women with infants admitted to the NICU, the odds of breastfeeding their infants are even lower.\textsuperscript{52} Two months or more of breastfeeding – even when supplemented with formula – is significantly related to a reduced occurrence of sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), one of the leading causes of infant mortality.\textsuperscript{53}

**POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS**

It is time for policy makers to develop strategies that effectively reduce infant mortality. When it comes to black infant mortality, the price for inaction is too high. In 2015, 23,458 Americans died before their first birthdays and 28.2 percent of these deaths were black infants.\textsuperscript{6} With approximately 73 percent of black infant deaths occurring infants born preterm,\textsuperscript{6} black women are losing their infants to these circumstances at a greater rate than any other racial/ethnic group in the nation. Considering that the black preterm birth rate and the black rate of cesarean sections for delivery exceed those of other groups, addressing these factors could decrease the gap between black and white infant mortality rates.

Policies and programs predicated on prioritizing healthy maternal and child outcomes for black women due to their greater susceptibility to racism and discrimination have the potential to reduce the gap. Given the disproportionate impact of services offered on a universal basis, these policies and programs must cater specifically to the needs of black women to decrease the disparity.

The following recommendations focus on strategies that can improve infant health and reduce preterm birth prevalence, since it is the greatest predictor of infant mortality.

**PROVIDE ADEQUATE SUPPORT FOR PROGRAMS AND ADVOCACY GROUPS THAT CENTER BLACK WOMEN’S PERINATAL AND POSTPARTUM NEEDS:** As previously mentioned, initiatives that promote higher educational attainment and income have weak influences on decreasing the black-white infant mortality gap. In order to have the desired effect, programs and policies that target black women before, during and after pregnancy must be adopted, supported and adequately funded. Organizations that engage in black women-specific interventions need the full backing of state legislators and key stakeholders to maximize their effectiveness on black birth outcomes.

**IMPLEMENT POLICIES THAT REGULATE TREATMENT PROTOCOL TO MINIMIZE PROVIDER BIASES:** Upon evaluations of attempts at reducing the black-white IMR disparity through universal screenings for substance abuse and provider referrals to treatment programs, researchers found that black women are less likely that white women to be given referrals for rehabilitation and more likely to be reported to Child Protective Services following delivery.\textsuperscript{54} A key reason this protocol leads to differential outcomes is because referrals are at the discretion of the providers. Since the universal protocol stops at screenings, the protocol should be
expanded to include mandatory referral for pregnant women who test positive to treatment programs. Policy makers need to eliminate provider biases and increase black women’s access to rehabilitation treatment during and after pregnancy.

**ENFORCE LAWS THAT PROTECT BLACK WOMEN AGAINST DISCRIMINATION:** Both general stress and racialized stress are harmful to African Americans’ wellbeing and physical health. For black women, adverse health effects of stress related to racism have been identified before, during, and after pregnancy. Institutions that enforce anti-discrimination laws, like the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), need to be funded sufficiently so that they can become formidable obstacles to discriminatory actions and actors.

**INCREASED SOCIAL SUPPORT FOR EXPECTANT BLACK WOMEN:** It has been shown that social support for mothers, partners and families through phone calls, home visitation and comprehensive care improve outcomes for black women. The ACA offers a program titled The Maternal, Infant, and Early Child Home Visiting (MIECHV) Program in which new parents can opt-in to for additional support from health, social service, and child development professionals. This program entails participating in home visits for the purpose of improving maternal and child health, preventing child abuse and neglect, encouraging positive parenting, and promoting child development and school readiness. Given that black women are at greater risk of negative maternal and child outcomes than other racial groups, this program should prioritize recruitment for black women and children to combat the disproportionate effect of services offered on a universal basis on black birth outcomes.
**COMPREHENSIVE PRENATAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:** The ACA contains provisions that expand coverage to midwife-lead births as well as freestanding birthing centers, but they are not frequented as often as obstetrician-lead births and hospitals. Programs should be provided at little to no cost in order to inform women across various socioeconomic backgrounds of their birthing options. Since the provision of these comprehensive prenatal services will have a disproportionate effect on black birth outcomes, caseworkers and providers should prioritize recruitment of black mothers for participation.

**COST-SAVING INITIATIVES THAT ENABLE PROVIDERS TO PROMOTE VAGINAL BIRTH PRACTICES:** Due to lesser emphasis on technological interventions, the overall cost of receiving prenatal, labor, and delivery care from midwives is associated with lower fees. Aside from this, vaginal births require less hospitalization time than a cesarean procedure, which serves as another source for cost reduction.

**IMPROVE INFANT AND MATERNITY CARE OVERALL, BUT ESPECIALLY IN STATES WITH LARGE BLACK POPULATIONS.** Some research suggests that birthing location impacts racial disparities since black women were found to be more likely to give birth in hospitals with higher infant mortality rates than white women. If they delivered in the same hospitals under the same conditions as white women, black neonatal mortality rates would decrease by 6.7 deaths per 1000 births, which would decrease this disparity between black and white rates in New York City by 34.5 percent.

Since black women have the highest rates of cesarean sections, infant mortality, and preterm births, a step towards minimizing medical interventions that have to potential to greatly benefit this population. In the five states with the largest percentage of black people (Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland, Mississippi, and South Carolina), only Maryland birthing facilities average a “B-” on the CDC maternity practice in infant health scales. The other four states had average scores in the C or D range. Mississippi has the largest percentage of black residents, but only one hospital that has been deemed Baby-Friendly. If we were to replicate the standards of care found in states with over 20 percent Baby-Friendly facilities (e.g. Delaware) that average an A- on the CDC scale, we could see improvements in infant mortality and preterm births.

**POLICIES THAT PROMOTE COLLABORATION BETWEEN HOSPITALS AND BIRTHING CENTERS:** Collaborative policies would ease the transfer from birthing center to hospital in the case of an emergency. This, in conjunction with the policies that allow patients to choose the provider type and birthing location, would make birthing centers and the midwife model of care more accessible to women who are at risk of requiring a transfer from birthing centers to hospitals during labor.

**POLICIES THAT PROMOTE LACTATION AND LACTATION MAINTENANCE:** Given that breast milk is the optimal form of nutrients for infants, policies that enable women to breastfeed and pump effectively would positively impact their wellbeing. Besides preference, women opt against breastfeeding due to their first attempts at breastfeeding not being successful — stressing the need for more lactation consultants. The Affordable Care Act has a provision for medical coverage of lactation consultants, but coverage is only granted for licensed consultants. Currently, there is no national licensure for lactation consultants and only two state licensure protocols, which means women in other states have to pay out-of-pocket for a service already covered by national policy.
RESEARCH RECOMMENDATIONS

Although we have discussed the weaker effectiveness of “protective factors” in reducing racial IMR disparities at the population level, it should be understood that these factors do play a role in better outcomes at the individual level. Black women who acquire protective factors like higher socioeconomic status and educational attainment do reduce their individual likelihood of preterm birth and infant mortality, but, regardless of the personal efforts made by individual black women, the difference in outcomes between black and white women persists.

Eradicating this disparity requires structural change that improves outcomes at the population level. There needs to be further exploration into the risk factors that affect black women’s maternal and infant health outcomes, and the reasons why protective factors do not improve birth outcomes for black women in the same manner as white women. Research that emphasizes the impact of racism-induced stress on health outcomes and identifies insulating mechanisms can be used to decrease said impact. Most important, it is clear that many of the protective factors that reduce IMR in the general population have little or no significant influence on IMR for black women. More within-race research is necessary to isolate the factors that specifically improve outcomes for black women. Only by taking targeted approaches that attack inequitable social systems, will we confront the unique mechanisms that can eradicate the racial gap in infant mortality rates.
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